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This Pumping Station at Cushing, Okla. , Supplies a Pipe Line

Having a Daily Capacity of 80,000 Barrels of Crude Oil

Railways Face New Competition

Gasoline pipe lines promise to become important

transportation factor

U
NTIL a year ago , the pipe lines of the country blessing, in view of the fires and explosions which at

were devoted exclusively to the transportation tended its transportation in the early days . However,

of crude petroleum and natural gas. The haul- by dint of large expenditures for research and educa

ing of gasoline was left to the railways, supplemented tion, the railways , with the assistance of the Bureau of

by tank motor trucks for short hauls . Now , however, Explosives, were eventually able to place the transpor

a number of pipe lines for the transportation of gas- tation of gasoline on a level of safety not materially

oline are in various stages of construction or consider- less than that of other commodities.

ation . Since the rates that these pipe lines can quote It now appears that all this study and expenditure

for the carriage of gasoline are materially lower than may soon prove to be in vain , for, if present indications

the rail rates, it is possible that the future of gasoline are any criterion, the gasoline traffic threatens to leave

transportation will parallel closely the history of the the railways and there is no compensating traffic to take

crude petroleum movement and that the amount of its place. New pipe lines, of course, require the trans

gasoline traffic that the new pipe lines will be able to portation of considerable quantities of pipe, but this

divert from the railways will be limited only by the ca- tonnage is infinitesimal in comparison with the gaso

pacity of such pipe lines . line traffic. Moreover, in the case of the gasoline pipe

There is , however, a distinct difference between the line that now seems farthest advanced , even this con

loss of the gasoline traffic and the loss of the petro- solation traffic will be denied the railways, since an

leum traffic. In the latter case , the railways have con- abandoned crude oil pipe line is being re- fitted for gas

tinued to handle about as much crude oil as they ever oline transportation.

did , although , as the petroleum industry grew by leaps
Crude Oil Transportation

and bounds, the proportion of the total production of

crude oil handled by the railways showed a rapid de- In view of the prospective similarity between the ef

crease. There was always the consolation , however, fects of pipe line transportation of crude oil and of

that , to take the place of the petroleum traffic that was gasoline , the history of the former development be

diverted to the pipe lines , the railways were receiving a comes highly pertinent . A number of years ago, the

steadily increasing tonnage of gasoline. At first , the transportation of crude petroleum represented a con

receipt of the major portion of the haul on this highly siderable proportion of the total traffic handled by the

dangerous commodity was not an entirely unmixed railways . For the fiscal year ending June 30 , 1909, for
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example, crude petroleum amounted to 6,339,151 tons , four principal oil -carrying roads as examples, we find

of a total traffic originated of 826,492,765 tons . Dur- that , in 1929, refined petroleum represented 20.7 per

ing the calendar year ending December 31 , 1929, the cent of the total tonnage and 21.6 per cent of the total

railways handled 6,630,381 tons of crude petroleum of revenue on Road 1 ; on Road 2 , the percentages were

a total traffic originated of 1,337,561,723 tons. While 13.4 and 17.2 respectively ; Road 3 , 11.8 and 11.5 ; and

the tonnage of crude oil was practically the same , there Road 4 , 10.3 and 12.0 .

fore, there was a marked decrease in its ratio to total While gasoline shipments were increasing , the trans

tonnage, and a similar decrease in the proportion with portation of crude oil by the railways was presenting

the total production . an entirely different picture . Petroleum production, of

In the meanwhile, the automobile industry , and with course , was increasing with the growing demand ior pe

it petroleum production, was increasing enormously troleum products, as portrayedby the gasoline statis
from year to year . The best indices of this are the sta- lics. In fact , it was increasing even more rapidly , since,

tistics prepared by the United States Bureau of Mines in the meantime, the use of oil as fuel in place of coal

on gasoline production and consumption. These figures was growing rapidly. What this development means to

areshown in the table , both production and consump- the railways in the way of lost coal traffic is another

tion figures being given in thousands of gallons, the study which is outside the province of this article.
consumption being computed from the stocks on hand While all this increased production was going on , new

the first of each month, plus the production and im- pipe lines were being built all over the country, and , as

a result , the railways ' tonnage of crude oil remained

stationary .

The result of this was that , from the enviable posi

tion of handling practically the entire production of

crude oil , so much ground was lost to the pipe lines that

the railways became almost a negligible factor in such

transportation . To them was relegated the difficult

task of handling the crude oil from a new field from

the time of its inception until a pipe line could be built .

This involved the highly complicated and specialized

handling of empty tank cars in and full tank cars out of

a field, usually situated at a most inconvenientpoint, at

a time when the railway was also deluged with cars of

pipe, lumber, machinery, merchandise and all the other

miscellaneous freight required for the construction of

oil rigs and for supplying the population of a new oil

field .

The history of these fields was always the same.

While the chaotic conditions attending their inception

prevailed, the railways were permitted the sometimes

expensive and always bothersome privilege of handling

the crude oil . Sooner or later, when these difficult

problems were solved , and the railways were in posi

tion to handle the oil at some profit to themselves , the

pipe line to the field would be completed and thus re

lieve the railways of the crude oil traffic.

Crude Oil Pipe Lines

There are now 37 companies , operating 85,796 miles

of pipe lines, engaged in the transportation of crude oil ,

The Railways Will Lose Much Traffic Įf Gasoline Pipe representing an investment of $741,010,196 in pipe
Lines Become Widespread lines, and $ 104,445,372 in other facilities. The individ

ual mileages of the pipe lines owned by these companies

ports , minus the stocks on hand at the end of the range from 32 to 13,197 miles, and the investments from

month , and minus the exports , which include ship- $ 58,920 to $ 103,595,571 .

ments to non - contiguous territories. According to the Interstate Commerce Commission's

It will be observed that gasoline production increased report for 1929, the total operating revenues of pipe

546 per cent , and gasoline consumption 560 per cent lines last year amounted to $251,410,920 , accruing

in the years between 1917 and 1929. Meanwhile, the from the transportation of 1,156,350,772 barrels of oil.

railways' gasoline tonnage was keeping pace more If this traffic had moved by rail , the revenue accruing to

less closely with this increase, having risen from 20, - the railways would , of course , have been much great

514,897 tons in 1917 to 46,091,133 tons in 1929. Sever- er, since the rates charged by the pipe lines are consid

al factors tended to keep the railways from enjoying erably less than the rail rates. The pipe-line operating
the full benefit of the increased production , among expenses amounted to $ 102,101,243, leaving a net in

them being the relocation of refineries and the competi- come of $ 142,216,242.

tion from tank motor trucks , the latter practically elim- The size of the industry is further indicated by the

inating the railways as short-haul carriers of gasoline . fact that 23,457 employees were engaged , whose total

Even so, refined petroleum represented 4.2 per cent of compensation amounted to $ 46,251,004. The prosperity
the carload traffic handled , and produced 5.8 per cent of of some of these companies is interesting , in that it

the total operating revenues in 1929 . points to the reason for the organization of independent

The loss of this traffic presents a far more serious or subsidiary companies to build and operate further

problem to some roads than to others . Taking the pipe lines for the transportation of gasoline . One com

or
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1917-1929

ProductionYear

1917

3,570,294 3,129,188

4,516,0505,153,568

6,202,234

19 : 8

1919

1920

1921

1922

1923

1924

1925

1926

1927

1928

1929

12,298,440

7,780,625

9,362,094

10,708,068

12,465,894

13,810,94415,841,686

pany, operating 1,458 miles of line, handled 40,993,905
Legend

Cleveland

barrels of oil in 1929, with operating revenues of $6, -Susquehanna

812,993, operating expenses of $1,918,150, and a nei in
Akron

Youngstown pennsyIvan i a

come of $ 5,164,757. This company declared a dividend

of 400 per cent.
Midland

Portage
or Pittsburgh

Proposed Gasoline Pipe Lines

The development and present status of the pipe lines
Chambersburg Marcus Hook

for the transportation of crude oil have been discussed

in detail for the reason that it is quite within the The Proposed Gasoline Pipe Lines in the East

bounds of possibility that the development of pipe lines

for the transportation of gasoline will be similar, and branch from a point just south of Des Moines to Oma

at no very distant date. Proposals for the organization ha. Surveys for the route are now being made. This

of companies to build and operate pipe lines for the
project is the farthest advanced of several similar ones ,

transportation of gasoline are now advanced almost and an effort is being made to interest other companies

weekly. Some of these are rather indefinite, but , in the use of this line for gasoline transportation after

based on a study of the situation , the Railway Age it has been completed .

is able to present the following, which appear to be au- Proposals to build gasoline lines from the Mid -Conti

thentic proposals, and on which construction or organ- nient field to the Chicago district were first brought up

ization work is at present being done : in 1925 , following the Mid -Continent oil rate case, in

The Tuscarora Oil Company, Ltd. , a subsidiary of deciding which the Interstate Commerce Commission

the Standard Oil Companyof New Jersey , is cleaning authorized therailways toraise theirrates to St.Louis

and Chicago. The railways concerned , however, re

Gasoline Production and Consumption in the U. S. fused to take advantage of the full increase awarded by

Thousands of Gallons the Commission, and the agitation died down, only to

be revived again this year.

Consumption The Phillips Pipe Line Company, a subsidiary of the
2,850,540 2,365,146

Phillips Petroleum Company, has placed orders for 800
3,957,870

3,434,886 miles of pipe to be used in the construction of a gaso
4,882,542 4,250,736

line pipe line from Borger, Texas, to St. Louis. Ten
5,372,052

7,555,945 6,685,035 bulk stations are to be built along this line for the local

8,959,680 distribution of gasoline . The line will extend northeast
10,886,127

from Borger through Oklahoma, Wichita and Kansas

13,878,270 City to St. Louis .

18,238,122 15,617,784 These projects are actualities . In addition , there are

several more which seem likely to materialize , although

and re-fitting its old crudeoil pipe line from Bayway, they are at present uncertain. The four projects out

N. J. , to the Ohio -Pennsylvania state line , and other
lined are shown on the maps.

wise preparing it for the transportation of gasoline . Comparative Rates
This line is 371 miles long, and extends on almost an

air line through central New Jersey and Pennsylvania Examiner W. J. Harris , in a report made to the In

to the Ohio state line near Pittsburgh . In addition , an terstate Commerce Commission in February this year ,

extension of 13 miles has been laid to Midland , Pa . , on gave specific recognition to pipe-line competition as a

the Ohio river , where a bulk plant is being built through justification for the rates on gasoline maintained by the

which the gasoline will be loaded into barges for trans

portation by water to Ohio river points, and conceiva St. Paul

bly also , to points on the Mississippi river and its other
No. Dakota Minnesota Wisconsin

navigable tributaries. This line will have a daily ca

pacity of 25,000 barrels of gasoline, and will be

equipped with 14 booster pumping stations at interme

diate points , from which stations gasoline may be with o

drawn from the pipe line, and distributed to consumers Nebraska
Des Moines

by tank truck , by barge, or by short rail hauls . Omaha

The Susquehanna Pipe Line Company, a newly

formed subsidiary of the Sun Oil Company, awarded Illinois

contracts in July covering the construction of a 500

mile gasoline pipe line from Marcus Hook, Pa. , to Kansas City

various Pennsylvania and Ohio points. This line will Kansa St. Louis

have a daily capacity of 15,000 barrels . It will run
Missouri

from Marcus Hook to Columbia, Pa ., Harrisburg, Wichita

Chambersburg and Pittsburgh , and to Youngstown,
Ohio, Akron and Cleveland. A branch will also be

Kentucky

Barnsa'da11

constructed to Reading, Pa . , and Allentown.

The Continental Oil Company and the Barnsdall ?Tennessee
bokmulgee

Corporation have combined toform a new company for
Oklahoma

the purpose of building and operating a gasoline pipe
Arkansas

line, 1,218 miles long. This line will run from Okmul
Legend

Texas -Continental-Barnsaall
gee , Okla . , and Ponca City , to Barnsdall , Okla. , thence

· Phillips

via Kansas City and Des Moines to Chicago, with a

branch from Des Moines to St. Paul, and another The Proposed Gasoline Pipe Lines in the Middle West
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Freight Car Loading

R

1930 1928

246,511

Pocahontas 56,603

1929

238,056

218,043

64,597

148,936

149,142

164,315

63,436

160,260

159,047132,195

87,576

363,289

33,897

Coal

12,150

59,801

10,856

66,186

48,246Ore

railways from the Mid-Continent field to St. Louis and

Chicago. This is the first time such competition has

been recognized as a factor in raie making for gasoline
WASHINGTON , D. C.

over long distances. Competitive rates on gasoline , as

between the railways and the pipe lines , seem to be 3 EVENUE freight car loading in the week ended

hopeless proposition, since the only rates so far pub November 1 amounted to 934,640 cars , a de

lished for the moving of gasoline via pipe line are crease of 137,594 cars as compared with the cor

from one -quarter to one-half the rail rates. There responding week of last year and of 169,302 cars as com
seems to be no possibility that the railways can handle pared with 1928. The decrease as compared with last
gasoline at such rates without loss . The Interstate year is less than it has been for many weeks, but com

Commerce Commission has so far not attempted to con- parisons are now being made with the period after the
trol rates for the transportation of crude or refined oil slump began . The peak loading in 1929 was in the

via pipe lines . As a matter of fact , there would be little week of September 27 , after which loadings fell off

sense in such a proceeding , since in practically every very rapidly. Loading of grain and grain products in

case, the pipe line is merely a subsidiary of the shipper, the week ended November 1 showed an increase of 6,074

and any raising or lowering of the rates by the Com- cars as compared with last year but all other commodity

mission would merely mean an increase or a decrease
classifications and all districts showed reductions as com

in the dividends paid by the pipe line to the parent com pared with both years . The summary, as compiled by

pany. the Car Service Division of the American Railway Asso

The control maintained by the Interstate Commerce ciation , follows :

Commission over the pipe lines is , in effect, theoretical

rather than practical . No certificate of convenience and
Revenue Freight Car Loading

necessity is required for the construction of a pipe line .
Week Ended Saturday, November 1 , 1930

Districts

The Commission does get statistics from the pipe line Eastern 203,414

Allegheny

companies as to the tonnage handled , expenses , reve
177,898 223,538

nues and investments, but , beyond issuing an annual re
Southern 133,436

Northwestern

port giving these statistics, there seems to be little the Central Western 154,098 163,574

Commission can do in the way of exercising this nom
Southwestern 76,996 89,145

inal control . Total Western Districts .. 402,602 410,197

The only rates thus far published are those of the Total All Roads 934,640 1,072,234 1,103,942

Tuscarora Oil Company, but they are illuminating, and
Commodities

Grain and Grain Products . 44,417 38,343 52,638

discouraging from the railway point of view . For ex- Live Stock 32,403 33,959

176,011 189,016 196,354

ample, a rate of 45 cents per barrel of 42 gallons is Coke

quoted from Bayway, N. J., to Midland, Pa., or the ap- Forest Products

45,817

proximate equivalent of 16.2 cents per 100 lb. This Mdse. L.C.L. 271,305 267,762

Miscellaneous

compares with the rail rate between these points of 31
421,905 427,941

cents . When a further comparison is made with the November 1 934,640 1,072,234 1,103,942

October 25 1,162,974

proposed barge rate of 30 cents per 100 lb. from Mid 931,085 1,184,564 1,163,135

land to Cairo , Ill . , with correspondingly lower rates to
October 11 1,179,540 1,190,741

1,179,947 1,187,032

intermediate points, the possibilities of the situation
Cumulative total , 44 weeks .. .39,911,074 45,671,671 44,032,586

present themselves clearly .

Moreover, these rates not only disturb the adjust
The freight car surplus for the week ended October

ment from the Atlantic seaboard to the Mississippi riv- 31 averaged 402,637 cars , an increase of 978 cars as
er, but they promise to have a much more far-reaching compared with the preceding week. This included 230 ,

effect in the disturbance of marketing arrangements. 705 box cars , 126,935 coal cars, 21,826 stock cars and

The rail rate on gasoline from the Tulsa group of re
4,442 refrigerator cars .

fineries to Midland, Pa. , is 64 cents, from the Roxana, Car Loading in Canada

III . , group, 37 cents , and from the Whiting, Ind . , group,

30 cents.
Revenue car loadings at stations in Canada for the

It is true that there was an additional charge in
week ended November 1 totaled 67,124 cars , a decrease

volved in piping the crude oil the greater distance to
from the previous week of 1,203 cars and a decrease of

Bayway, but, even taking this into account , when
5,364 cars from the same week last year.

these rates are compared with the rate of 16.2 cents
Total Total Cars

Rec'd from

from Bayway to Midland, it will be observed that re Connections

fineries of the groups mentioned may have difficulty in
Total for Canada

32.795

meeting the competition of the New Jersey refinery in October 25 , 1930
32,265

32,302

Western Pennsylvania and eastern Ohio, since this dif November 2 , 1929 72,488 39,157

ference in rates provides an adequate margin to permit Cumulative Totals for Canada

2,718,769 1,472,462

the trucking of gasoline from Midland for considerable

distances in every direction.
November 3 , 1928

3,096,221 1,737,380

The business of transporting gasoline via pipe lines

is still in its infancy , but it is a robust infancy , and
THE ELECTRIFICATION

RAILWAY LINES in the

gives every prospect of an alarming growth . Just what vicinity of Copenhagen (Denmark ) and the elimination, so far

the railways can do to avoid this prospective loss of as possible, of grade crossings now existing on those lines has

traffic is problematical . Perhaps they can only stand by
been provided for by new legislation , it is stated in reports to

and see what happens. But at least, every railway the Department of Commerce. Electrification of all the city's

handling gasoline should acquaint itself with the situa- suburban traffic, and of the double -track line from Holte to

tion , whether or not it is in the present zone of direct
Hillerd, is estimated to cost about 22,000,000 Danish crowns,

competition, for the possibilities for expansion of these or approximately $ 5,896,000. All the work will probably be

gasoline pipe lines seem endless .
done by Danish firms.

8,848

38,134

35,063

240,569

359,195

959,335 1,134,360

October 18

October 4

954,874

972,492

Cars

Loaded

November 1 , 1930 67,124

68,327

65,157October 18 , 1930

November 1 , 1930

November 2 , 1929 3,050,258 1,816,137
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